
GNPA of Indian Banks increased from ₹84K crs in 2010 to ₹8.99 Lakh Crs in 2020. 
RBI projects 13.5% stressed assets by Sept 2021 vs 7.5% in Sept 2020.

 Recent Budget proposes an ARC and AMC. 
Will it solve the issue?

BAD BANK
Is it the Joker in the

pack?
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The Bad Bank will in reality be a Asset
Reconstruction Company, likely funded
by participating Banks
Non-Performing loans of a PSBs will be
'purchased' by this ARC for a
consideration. 
This consideration can be a deeply
discounted cash price and/or deferred
payment instruments.
The first tranche will likely be for large
assets (say loans >500 crs)
The second pillar of Bad Bank is a Asset
Management Company (AMC), to
manage the securitisation and
identifying investors

Without wasting words,

BAD BANKHow will the work?
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What are the avenues for ARCs to raise funds?
Capital to start with. But ARCs raise funds from lenders using various
financial instruments including Bonds, Security Receipts (SR) and Pass-
Through Certificates (PTC)

3 questions to understand ARCs

How do SRs work?
SRs are redeemed once the underlying assets are sold off. If the asset is
not sold, the SR owners book a loss.

What about PTCs?
PTCs simply mean you own a part of underlying securitised assets. The
owners get returns of principal and interest. 

In short, the PSBs may infuse capital and also be key investors through SR/PTCs.
The 'Bad Bank' will market the SRs to eligible FIs and investors are allowed to trade in them

Of course, either instruments carry their own risks, including the risk that assets may not realise
their value.



For a PSB banker, existing ARCs falter on two
counts

Limited capital considering the size of
stressed portfolios
The deeply discounted price at which they
buy.

Even when bank’s own ability is circumspect,
these assets may show higher value in bank
books than when sold off. (Graph 1)

PSBs fear that such low value asset sales will
invite audit scrutiny and hence play safe by
letting these assets die their own death (read
Provisions!) (Graph 2)

With a Government-owned ARC and an AMC
to market stressed asset-backed securities,
the pressure may be off the PSB’s back!

 India already has 28 registered ARCs. 
So whats the hullabaloo about?
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Graph 1: ARC's Acquisition Cost to Book Value (%)

Why can't the existing ARCs do the job?

 Graph 2: Sale to ARC's (%)
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Source: Reserve Bank of India

In FY20 ARCs issued ~ ₹ 1,00,934 Crs Security Receipts to Banks  



The list, of course, is longer
Europe in particular has many Bad Bank experiments including in Finland, Belgium,
Germany, Spain. While France handled the stressed asset issue with mergers and
bailouts. The story of US bailouts posts 2008 crises is well known too.

1988 2010

Securum and Retriva 
were formed in

Sweden to purchase
assets of Norbanken

and Gota Bank
respectively

1992 2008 2021

Grant Street
National Bank

created to handle
$1.4 Bn stressed
assets of Mellon

Bank, US

Indonesian Bank
Restructuring Agency 

(locally called BPPN)
was formed, in

response to currency
crises.  

UK Asset
Resolution (UKAR)

was formed to
better manage an
existing bad bank

and additional
assets

With the
announcement of an

ARC and ARM in
Budget 2021, India
takes first steps to

handle PSB stressed
assets

GLOBAL EXPERIENCE TILL NOW

1998 1999

Resolution and
Collection Corp,
Japan formed to

purchase assets of
failed financial

institution and real
estate loans.

UBS created Bad
Bank 'StabFund' to
handle mortgage-

related assets
during the  2008

financial crisis



Big Bailouts and BAD Banks!



The Bad:
Firstly, critics consider 'Bad Bank' an excuse
to absolve those who have mismanaged their
portfolio in the first place. 

Secondly, while bankers know in and out of a
customer and may be able to extract some
salvage value, a Bad Bank will consider these
only as a financial transactions.
In short, while a Bank would try to get $100, a Bad
Bank with buy this asset at $30 and may be happy
to get $50!

Is Bad Bank the 

Grant Street National Bank (1988) 
$1.4 BN toxic assets of Mellon Bank transferred to GSNB
at a discounted book value of $640 Mn. 
It was funded by a public issue of extendable Pay-
through notes and Mellon Bank’s shareholder’s
dividends.
In 7 years GSNB liquidated all toxic assets and was
winded up in July 1995

Heta Asset Resolution (2014)
To manage assets of Austrian bank Hypo Alpe Adria,
“Bad Bank” HETA was formed. 
HAA’s assets were not worth anything like as much as
was thought.
HETA's unsecured bonds were downgraded to junk.
The balance sheet impairment was around € 7.6 Bn

In a game of cards, Joker can be the game changer! But Joker can be
something else too...

On the same note, a BAD BANK can be hit or miss!
And the Good?
It helps when the cards in hand are weak!
Banks can to start afresh without the
burden of these vintage assets. These seem
to have hindered banks in lending more.

With much of the government’s agenda being
pushed through PSBs, one cannot put the
entire blame on them. 
They need to be given a level playing field if
they are to play a role as a true commercial
bank.

in the pack?Joker
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